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Abstract. In the traditional closed frequent itemsets mining on transactional da-
tabases, which items have no weight (equal weight, as equal to 1). However, in 
real world applications, usually, each item has a different weight (the im-
portance/significance of each item). Therefore, we need to minine 
weighted/significance itemsets on transactional databases. In this paper, we 
propose a high-performance algorithm called HPM-CFSI for mining closed 
frequent significance itemsets based on approach NOT satisfy the downward 
closure property (a great challenge). The experimental results show that the 
proposed algorithms perform better than other existing algorithms on both real-
life and synthetic datasets. 
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1 Introduction 

For more than two decades, most of the research for mining frequent itemsets with the 
weights/significance of all items are the same (equal weight, as equal to 1), the algo-
rithmic approaches based on Apriori [1]. In addition, to speed up the execution of the 
mining association rules, authors around the world proposed mining for closed fre-
quent itemsets (CFI); CFI are non-redundant representations of all frequent itemsets, 
such as algorithm NOV-CFI [2], A-CLOSE [3], CHARM [4], CLOSET+[5], CFIM-P 
[6]. Algorithms generated candidate using a breadth-first search, with tidset format. 
Besides, the algorithms improve upon a depth-first search, diffset format. The main 
limitation of algorithms based on lattice framework, IT-Tree a major advance devel-
oped using pattern-growth based on FP-Tree. 

In real-world applications, items can have different significance/importance in da-
tabases, that such databases are called weighted databases. Most algorithms for fre-
quent weighted/significance itemsets mining are based on approach satisfy the down-
ward closure property such as algorithms [7-9]. However, Huai et al [10] proposed 



algorithms Apriori-like based on approach NOT satisfy the downward closure proper-
ty (very rare proposed algorithms follow this approach). This is a great challenge. 

In this paper, we propose a high-performance algorithm called HPM-CFSI for 
mining closed frequent significance itemsets (CFSI) based on approach NOT satisfy 
the downward closure property. The algorithms calculated in the paper are as follows: 
─ Algorithm 1: Computing Kernel_COOC array of co-occurrences and occurrences 

of kernel item in at least one transaction; 
─ Algorithm 2: Building list nLOOC_Tree based on Kernel_COOC array; 
─ Algorithm 3: Generating CFSI based on list nLOOC_Tree, Kernel_COOC array; 

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe the basic concepts for 
mining closed frequent itemsets, closed frequent significance itemsets and data struc-
ture for transaction databases. Some theoretical aspects of our approach relies, are 
given in section 3. Besides, we describe our high-performance algorithm to compute 
closed frequent significance itemsets on transactional databases. Details on imple-
mentation and experimental tests are discussed in section 4. Finally, we conclude with 
a summary of our approach, perspectives and extensions of this future work. 

2 Background 

In this section, we represent the basic concepts for mining closed frequent itemsets 
and efficient data structure for transaction databases. 
2.1 Mining Frequent and Closed Frequent Itemset 

Let I = {i1, i2,…, im} be a set of m distinct items. A set of items X = {i1, i2,…, ik}, ij 
 I (1  j  k) is called an itemset, an itemset with 𝑘 items is called a k-itemset. Ɗ be 
a dataset containing n transaction, a set of transaction T = {t1, t2,…, tn} and each 
transaction tj = {ik1, ik2,…, ikl}, ikl  I (1  kl  m). 

Definition 1. The support of an itemset X is the number of transaction in which oc-
curs as a subset and divide by n-number transaction of dataset, denoted as sup(X). 

Definition 2. Let minsup be the threshold minimum support value specified by us-
er. If sup(X) ≥ minsup, itemset X is called a frequent itemset, denoted FI is the set of 
all the frequent itemset. 

Definition 3. Itemset X is called a closed frequent itemset: If sup(X) ≥ minsup and 
for all itemset Y  X then sup(Y) < sup(X), denoted CFI is the set of all the closed 
frequent itemset. 

See an Example transaction database 𝒟 in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Transaction database 𝒟 used as our running Example 

TID Items    

t1 A  C  E F    t6     E    

t2 A  C    G   t7 A B C  E    

t3     E   H  t8 A  C D     

t4 A  C D  F G   t9 A B C  E  G  

t5 A  C  E  G   10 A  C  E F G  



 

Table 2. FI, CFI of 𝓓 with minsup =0.3 and minsup = 0.5 

k-
itemset 

FI (minsup = 0.3) 
#FI = 19 

CFI (minsup = 0.3) 
#CFI = 6 

FI (minsup = 0.5) 
#FI = 11 

CFI (minsup = 0.5) 
#CFI = 4 

1 F, G, E, A, C E G, E, A, C E  

2 
FA, FC, GE, GA, GC, 
EA, EC, AC 

AC 
GA, GC, EA, EC, 
AC 

AC 

3 
FAC, GEA, GEC, 
GAC, EAC 

FAC, GAC, EAC GAC, EAC GAC, EAC  

4 GEAC GACE   

Example 1. See Table 1. There are eight different items I = {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, 
H} and ten transactions T = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8, t9, t10}.  Table 2 shows the fre-
quent itemsets and closed frequent itemsets at two different minsup values– 0.3 (30%) 
and 0.5 (50%) respectively (CFI  FI). 
2.2 Mining Significance Frequent Itemsets and Closed Frequent Itemset 

Let I = {i1, i2,…, im} be a set of m distinct items. A set of items X = {i1, i2,…, ik}, ij 
 I (1  j  k) is called an itemset, an itemset with k items is called a k-itemset. Ɗ be 
a dataset containing n transaction, a set of transaction T = {t1, t2,…, tn} and each 
transaction tj = {ik1, ik2,…, ikl}, ikl  I and a set of weight/significance SIG={sigi1, 
sigi2, …, sigim}, sigik  [0, 1] respective to each item. 

Definition 4. Let X = {i1, i2,…, ik}, ij  I (1  j  k), significance of itemset X to 
compute sig(X) = max(sigi1, sigi2, …, sigik). 

The significance support of itemset 𝑋 to compute as follow: 

 sigsup(X) = sig(X)sup(X) (1) 
Definition 5. Let minsigsup be the threshold minimum significance support value 

specified by user. If sigsup(X) ≥ minsigsup, itemset X is called a frequent significance 
itemset, denoted FSI is the set of all the frequent significance itemset. 

Table 3. Items significance of 𝒟 

Item A B C D E F G H 

significance 0.55 0.70 0.50 0.65 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.80 

Example 2. See Table 1, 3 and minsigsup = 0.20. Consider itemset X = {A, G}, 
sup(AG) = 0.50, sig(AG) = max(sigA, sigG) = 0.55, sigsup(AG) = sig(AG)sup(AG) = 
0.550.50 = 0.275 ≥ minsigsup, we have itemset X = {A, G} FSI. However, Item Y 
={G}, sigsup(G) = 0.300.50 = 0.15 < minsigsup, we have item G  FSI (NOT satis-
fy the downward closure property). 

Definition 6. Itemset X is called a closed frequent significance itemset: If sig-
sup(X) ≥ minsigsup and for all itemset Y  X then sup(Y) < sup(X), denoted CFSI is 
the set of all the closed frequent significance itemset. 
  



Table 4. FSI, CFSI of 𝒟 with minsigsup = 0.15 

k-itemset FSI (#FSI = 18) CFSI (#CFSI = 9) 

1 F, A, C, E, G C, E, G 

2 FA, FC, AC, AG, AE, CG, CE AC, CG 

3 FAC, AEG, ACE, ACG, CEG FAC, ACG, CEG 

4 ACEG ACEG 

 
2.3 Data Structure for Transaction Database 

The binary matrix is an efficient data structure for mining frequent itemsets [2]. The 
process begins with the transaction database transformed into a binary matrix BiM, in 
which each row corresponds to a transaction and each column corresponds to an item. 
Each element in the binary matrix BiM contains 1 if the item is presented in the cur-
rent transaction; otherwise it contains 0. 

3 The Proposed Algorithms 

3.1 Generating Array Contain Co-occurrence Items of Kernel Item 

In this section, we illustrate the framework of the algorithm generating co-occurrence 
items of items in transaction database. 

Definition 7. [2] Project set of item ik on database 𝒟: (ik) = {tj  𝒟|  ik  tj} is set 
of transaction contain item ik.According to Definition 1 

 sup(ik) = |(ik)|/| 𝒟| (2) 

Example 3. See Table 1. Consider item B, we detect project set of item B on data-
base 𝒟: (B) = {t7, t9} then sup(B) = |(B)| = 2. 

Definition 8. [2] Project set of itemset X = {i1, i2,…, ik}, ij  I (1  j  k): (X) = 
(i1) (i2)… (ik). 

 sup(X) = |(X)|/| 𝒟| (3) 

Example 4. See Table 1. Consider item E, we detect project set of item E on data-
base 𝒟:  ( E ) ={t1, t3, t5, t6, t7, t9, t10} then sup(BE) = |(BE)| = |(B) (E)| = |{t7, t9} 
 {t1, t3, t5, t6, t7, t9, t10}| = |{t7, t9}| = 2. 

Definition 9. [2] (Reduce search space) Let ik  I (i1  i2 …   im) items are 
ordered in significance descending, ik is called a kernel item. Itemset Xlexcooc  I is 
called co-occurrence items with the kernel item ik,  so that satisfy (ik)  (ik  ij), ij 
 Xlexcooc. Denoted as lexcooc(ik) = Xlexcooc.  

Definition 10.[2] (Reduce search space) Let ik  I (i1  i2 …   im) items are 
ordered in significance descending, ik is called a kernel item. Itemset Ylexlooc  I is 
called occurrence items with item ik in as least one transaction, but not co-occurrence 
items, so that 1  |(ik  ij)| < |(ik)|, ij  Ylexlooc. Denoted as lexlooc(ik) = Ylexlooc.  
  



 

Algorithm Generating Array of Co-occurrence Items 
This algorithm is generating co-occurrence items of items in transaction database and 
archive into the Kernel_COOC array and each element have 4 fields: 
─ Kernel_COOC[k].item : kernel item k; 
─ Kernel_COOC[k].sup : support of kernel item k; 
─ Kernel_COOC[k].cooc : co-occurrence items with kernel item k; 
─ Kernel_COOC[k].looc : occurrence items kernel item k in least one transaction. 

The framework of Algorithm 1 is as follows: 
Algorithm 1. Generating Array of Co-occurrence Items 

 Input : Dataset Ɗ 

 Output : Kernel_COOC array, matrix BiM 

1:  foreach Kernel_COOC[k] do 

2:   Kernel_COOC[k].item = ik 

3:   Kernel_COOC[k].sup = 0 

4:   Kernel_COOC[k].cooc = 2m - 1  

5:   Kernel_COOC[k].looc = 0 

6:  foreach tj  T do 

7:   foreach ik  tj do 

8:    Kernel_COOC[k].sup ++ 

9:    Kernel_COOC[k].cooc = Kernel_COOC[k].cooc AND vectorbit(tj) 

10:    Kernel_COOC[k].looc = Kernel_COOC[k].looc OR vectorbit(tj) 

11:  sort Kernel_COOC array in descending by significance 

12:  foreach ik  tj do 

13:   Kernel_COOC[k].cooc = lexcooc(ik) 

14:   Kernel_COOC[k].looc = lexlooc(ik) 

 
We illustrate Algorithm 1 on Example database in Table 1. 
Initialization of the Kernel_COOC array, number items in database m= 8;  

Item A B C D E F G H 

sup 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

cooc 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 

looc 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

Read once of each transaction from t1 to t10 
Transaction t1 = {A, C, E, F} has vector bit representation 10101100; 

Item A B C D E F G H 

sup 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 

cooc 10101100 11111111 10101100 11111111 10101100 10101100 11111111 11111111 

looc 10101100 00000000 10101100 00000000 10101100 10101100 00000000 00000000 

The same, transaction t10 = {A, C, E, F, G} has vector bit representation 10101110; 
Item A B C D E F G H 

sup 8 2 8 2 7 3 5 1 

cooc 10100000 11101000 10100000 10110000 00001000 10100100 10100010 00001001 

looc 11111110 11101010 11111110 10110110 11101111 10111110 11111110 00001001 



After the processing of Algorithm 1, the Kernel_COOC array as follows Table 5: 

Table 5. Kernel_COOC array are ordered in support ascending order (line 1 to 11) 

Item H B D F G E A C 

sup 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.50 0.70 0.80 0.80 

cooc E A, C, E A, C A, C A, C  C A 

looc  G F, G D, E, G B, D, E, F A,B,C,F,G,H B,D,E,F,G B,D,E,F,G 

Execute command line 12, 13 and 14 in Algorithm 1: 
We added the sig field to illustrate items the order by significance descending. We 

have looc(G) = {B, D, E, F}, where B D  F A  E G, so lexlooc(A) = {E, G} and 
result on Table 6. 

Table 6. the Kernel_COOC array are co-occurrence items ordered in significance descending. 

Item H B D F A C E G 

sig 0.80 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50 0.40 0.30 

sup 0.10 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.80 0.80 0.70 0.50 

cooc E A, C, E A, C A,C C    

looc  G F, G E, G E, G E, G G  

3.2 Generating List nLOOC-Tree 

In this section, we describe the algorithm generating list nLOOC-Tree based on Ker-
nel_LOOC array. Each node within the nLOOC_Tree, 2 main fields: 

─ nLOOC_Tree[k].item : kernel item 𝑘; 
─ nLOOC_Tree[k].sup : support of item 𝑘; 

The framework of Algorithm 2 is as follows: 

Algorithm 2. Generating list nLOOC-Tree (self-reduced search space) 

 Input : Kernel_COOC array, matrix BiM 

 Output : List nLOOC-Tree 

1:  foreach Kernel_COOC[k] do 

2:   nLOOC_Tree[k].item = Kernel_COOC[k].item 

3:   nLOOC_Tree[k].sup = Kernel_COOC[k].sup 

4:  foreach ij  tl do 

5:   foreach ij  Kernel_COOC[k].looc do 

6:    if ij  child node of nLOOC_Tree[k] then 

7:     Add child node 𝑖  to nLOOC_Tree[k] 

8:    else 

9:     Update support of child node ij on nLOOC_Tree[k]  

10:  return list nLOOC_Tree 



 

 

Fig. 1. List nLOOC-Tree based on Kernel_COOC array 

Each nLOOC-Tree have the characteristics following Fig.1: 

─ The height of the tree is less than or equal to the number of items that occurrence at 
least in one transaction with the kernel item (items are ordered in significance sup-
port ascending order). 

─ Single-path is an ordered pattern from the root node (kernel item) to the leaf node 
and the support of a pattern is the support of the leaf node (ikik+1…iℓ). 

─ Sub-single-path is part of single-path from the root node to any node in an ordered 
pattern and the sub-single-path support is the support of the child node at the end 
of the sub-single-path. 

Example 5. Consider kernel item F, we observe nLOOC-Tree(F) generating sin-
gle-path {FEG}, sup(FEG) = 0.10 and sigsup(FEG) = 0.06; sub-single-path 
{FE}, sup(FE) = 0.20 and sigsup(FE) = sig(FE)sup(FE) = 0.600.20 = 0.12. 

 
3.3 Algorithm Generating All Closed Frequent Significance Itemsets 

In this section, we illustrate the framework of the algorithm generating DIRECT all 
closed frequent significance itemsets bases on the nLOOC-Tree and Kernel_COOC. 

Lemma 1.(Generating DIRECT closed frequent significance itemset from co-
occurrence items) ik  I, if sigsup(ik) ≥ minsigsup and itemset Xlexcooc is set of for all 
element of lexcooc(ik) then sigsup(ik  Xlexcooc) = sigsup(ik) ≥ minsigsup and itemset 
{ik  Xlexcooc}  CFSI. 

Proof. According to Definition 9, (2) and (3): itemset Xlexcooc is set of co-
occurrence items with the kernel item ik,  so that satisfy (ik)  (ik  ij), ij  Xlexcooc 
and obviously (ik)  (ik  Xlexcooc). Therefore, we have sup(ik) = sup (ik  Xlexcooc), 
sigsup(ik) = sigsup(ik  Xlexcooc) = sig(ik  Xlexcooc)sup(ik) = sig(ik)sup(ik) ≥ minsig-
sup and according to Definition 10:  X’ Xlexcooc, sup(X’) = sup(ik)■. 

Example 6. See Table 6. Consider the item F as kernel item (minsigsup = 0.15), 
we detect co-occurrence items with the item F as lexcooc(F) = {A, C} then sup(FAC) 



= 0.30, sig(FAC) = sig(F) = 0.60, sigsup(FAC) = 0.600.30 = 0.18 ≥ minsigsup and 
itemset FAC is closed frequent significane itemset. 

Lemma 2. ik  I, Xlexcooc = lexcooc(ik), gernrating single-paths/ sub-single-paths 
from nLOOC-Tree(ik) have the longest and sig(ik)sup(ikik+1…iℓ) ≥ minsigsup 
then {ik  … iℓ  Xlexcooc} CFSI. 

Proof. According to Definition 9, 10 and lemma 1: we have |(ik  ylexlooc)| < |(ik)| 
 |(ik  Xlexcooc)| (ylexlooc contain items of single-paths/ sub-single-paths, ylexlooc  
lexlooc(ik) and sigsup(ik  ylexlooc) = sig(ik)sup(ik  ylexlooc) ≥ minsigsup. Therefore, 
we have sigsup(ik  ylexlooc  Xlexcooc) = sig(ik)sup(ik  ylexlooc) = sig(ik)sup(ik  
ylexlooc  Xlexcooc) ≥ minsigsup and {ik  ylexlooc  Xlexcooc} CFSI■. 

Example 7. See Table 6 and Fig. 1. Consider the item A as kernel item (minsigsup 
= 0.15), we detect co-occurrence items with item A as Xlexcooc = lexcooc(A) = {C}; we 
observe nLOOC-Tree(A) generating single-path {AG}, sup(AG) = 0.50, sig(AG) 
= sig(A) = 0.55, sigsup(AG) = 0.550.50 = 0.275 ≥ minsigsup then sigsup(ACG) = 
0.275 ≥ minsigsup and itemset ACG is closed frequent itemset.  

Property 1. (Reduce generated space) If sup(ik-1) = sup(ik)  ik  lexcooc(ik-1)  
sig(ik-1) = sig(ik) then ik-1 ik (generating closed frequent significance itemset from 
item ik-1 then not consider item ik). 

The framework of Algorithm 3 is presented as follows: 

Algorithm 3. Generating all closed frequent significance itemsets satisfy minsigsup 

 Input : minsigsup, Kernel_COOC array, nLOOC_Tree 

 Output : CFSI consists all closed frequent significance itemsets 

1:  foreach sigsup(Kernel_COOC[k].item) ≥ minsigsup do 

2:  
 if NOT((Kernel_COOC[k-1].sup = Kernel_COOC[k].sup)   
   (Kernel_COOC[k].item  Kernel_COOC[k-1].cooc)  
   (Kernel_COOC[k-1].sig = Kernel_COOC[k].sig)) then //property 1 

3:     CFSI[k] = CFSI[k]  {ik  Kernel_COOC[k].cooc} //lemma 1 

4:     if (Kernel_COOC[k].looc  {}) 

5:      SSP = GenPath (nLOOC_Tree(Kernel_COOC[k].item)) 

6:      foreach sspj  SSP do 

7:       if (Kernel_COOC[k].sigsup(sspj) ≥ minsigsup)//long frequent itemset 

8:        CFSI[k] = CFSI[k]  {ik  Kernel_COOC[k].cooc  sspj}//lemma 2 

9:  return CFSI 

 

  



 

3.4 The Algorithm Diagram HPM-CFSI 

In this section, we represent the diagram of HPM-CFSI algorithm for high-
performance mining closed frequent significance itemsets, as follows Fig. 2: 

 

Fig. 2. The algorithm diagram for HPM-CFSI. 

We illustrate Algorithm 3 on Example database in Table 1, 3 and minsigsup = 
0.15. After the processing Algorithm 1 result the Kernel_COOC array in Table 6 and 
Algorithm 2 presented the list nLOOC_Tree in Fig.1. 

Line 1, consider items satisfying minsigsup as kernel items {F, A, C, E, G}; 
Consider kernel item F, sigsup(F) = 0.600.30 = 0.18 ≥ minsigsup (Lemma 1- line 

3) generating closed frequent significance itemset with kernel item F as CFSI[F] = 
{(FAC; 0.18)}; (from line 4 to 8) – we observe nLOOC-Tree(F) have single-path 
{FEG} and {FG}: sigsup(FEG) = 0.600.10 = 0.06 < minsigsup; sigsup(FG) 
= 0.600.20 = 0.12 < minsigsup. 

Consider kernel item A, sigsup(A) = 0.550.80 = 0.44 ≥ minsigsup (Lemma 1- line 
3) generating closed frequent significance itemset with kernel item A as CFSI[A] = 
{(AC; 0.44)}; (from line 4 to 8) – we observe nLOOC-Tree(A) have single-path 
{AEG} and {AG}: sigsup(AEG) = 0.550.30 = 0.165 ≥ minsigsup; sig-
sup(AG) = 0.550.50 = 0.275 ≥ minsigsup generating closed frequent significance 
itemsets CFSI[A] = {(AC; 0.44)}  {(AEG; 0.165), (AG; 0.275)}(Lemma 2). 

Consider kernel item C (similary kernel item A), sigsup(C) = 0.500.80 = 0.40 ≥ 
minsigsup (Lemma 1- line 3) generating closed frequent significance itemset with 
kernel item C as CFSI[C] = {(C; 0.40)}; (from line 4 to 8) – we observe nLOOC-
Tree(C) have single-path {CEG} and {CG}: sigsup(CEG) = 0.500.30 = 0.15 
≥ minsigsup; sigsup(CG) = 0.500.50 = 0.25 ≥ minsigsup generating closed frequent 
significance itemsets CFSI[C] = {(C; 0.40)}  {(CEG; 0.15), (CG; 0.25)}(Lemma 2). 

Consider kernel item E (similary kernel item C), sigsup(E) = 0.400.70 = 0.28 ≥ 
minsigsup (Lemma 1- line 3) generating closed frequent significance itemset with 
kernel item E as CFSI[E] = {(E; 0.28)}; (from line 4 to 8) – we observe nLOOC-
Tree(E) have single-path {EG}: sigsup(EG) = 0.400.30 = 0.12 < minsigsup. 

Consider kernel item G (similary kernel item E), sigsup(G) = 0.300.50 = 0.15 ≥ 
minsigsup (Lemma 1- line 3) generating closed frequent significance itemset with 
kernel item G as CFSI[G] = {(G; 0.15)}. 
  



Table 7 shows the closed frequent significance itemsets at minsigsup = 0.15. 

Table 7. CFSI satisfy minsigsup = 0.15 (Example database in Table 1 and 3). 

Kernel item Closed frequent significance itemsets – CFSI (#CFSI = 9) 

F (FAC; 0.18)   

A (AC; 0.44) (ACG; 0.275) (ACEG; 0.165) 

C (C; 0.40) (CG; 0.25) (CEG; 0.15) 

E (E; 0.28)   

G (G; 0.15)   

4 Experiments 

All experiments were conducted on a PC with a Core Duo CPU T2500 2.0 GHz, 4Gb 
main memory, running Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate. All codes were compiled 
using C#, Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, .Net Framework 4. 

We experimented on two instance types of datasets, see Table 8: 
- Two real datasets are both dense form of UCI Machine Learning Repository 

[http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml] as Chess and Mushroom datasets. 
- Two synthetic sparse datasets are generated by software of IBM Almaden Re-

search Center [http://www.almaden.ibm.com] as T10I4D100K and 
T40I10D100K datasets. 

Table 8. Datasets description in experiments 

Name #Trans #Items #Avg.Length Type Density (%) 

Chess 3,196 75 37 Dense 49.3 

Mushroom 8,142 119 23 Dense 19.3 

T10I4D100K 100,000 870 10 Sparse 1.1 

T40I10D100K 100,000 942 40 Sparse 4.2 

Besides, we create one table to save the significance values of items by random re-
al values in the range of 0 to 1. This is the first proposed algorithm for CFSI mining 
based on approach NOT satisfy the downward closure property. Evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm, we modified the Charm [4] and CFIM-P [6] algo-
rithms to mining closed frequent significance itemsets called the WCharm (base on 
IT-Tree) and WCFIM-P algorithms (base on FP-Tree). Therefore, we have compared 
the HPM-CFSI algorithm with two algorithms WCharm and WCFIM-P. 
 



 

  

Fig. 3. Running time of the three algorithms on Chess and Mushroom datasets. 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the running time of the compared algorithms on real da-
tasets Chess and Mushroom. The HPM-CFSI algorithm runs faster WCharm and 
WCFIM-P algorithms in all minimum significance supports. 

 

  

Fig. 4. Running time of the three algorithms on T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K datasets. 

Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the running time of the compared algorithms on synthetic 
datasets T10I4KD100K and T40I10D100K. The HPM-CFSI algorithm runs faster 
WCharm and WCFIM-P algorithms. 

In the experiment, results suggest the following ordering of these algorithms as 
running time is concerned: HPM-CFSI runs faster algorithms WCharm and 
WCFIM-P in all minsigsup on real and synthetic datasets. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a high-performance algorithm for mining closed frequent 
significance itemsets on transaction databases, consisting of three phases: the first 
phase, quickly detect a Kernel_COOC array of co-occurrences and occurrences of 
kernel item in at least one transaction; the second phase, we built the list of nLOOC-
Tree base on the Kernel_COOC and a binary matrix of dataset (self-reduced search 
space); the last phase, the algorithm is proposed for fast mining CFSI base on 
nLOOC-Tree. Besides, when using mining CFSI with other minsigsup value then 
the proposed algorithm only performs mining CFSI based on the nLOOC-Tree that 
is calculated previously (the second phase - Algorithm 2), reducing the significant 



processing time. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithms perform 
better than other existing algorithms. 

The results from the algorithm proposed: In the future, we will expand the algo-
rithm HPM-CFSI to be able to mining closed frequent significance itemsets on Mul-
ti-Cores, Many-CPUs, GPU and distributed computing systems. 
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